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We want to invite your attention, as defense planners,

to some changes in thevmrld that have crept up on us almost

unnoticed ~— and yet that have altered markedly the environ-
ments in which military operations are likely to occur. While

our attention was so intently focused for many years on Korea

and Vietnam —— and while we were concurrently modernizing our

readiness for potential threats in Europe, the Middle East,
and elsewhere —— the pace of urbanization and industrialization
world—wide was accelerating. If we were aware of the overall
effects of these trends on battlefield "terrains," tactical
objectives, operational concepts, force structures, systems

performance —- there is meager evidence that we acted upon

these realizations.

In brief, we have been applying our assets to "do a

better WW II," a better Korea, a better Vietnam -- without
sufficient regard for the fact that urban sprawl has changed

the face of Europe, that the assets of nations all over the

world are much more highly concentrated in cities, and that
these environments are largely ignored in our doctrine, train-
ing, testing, weapons, radios ... you name it. We have only
recently started to test and evaluate, to measure how well or

how poorly they perform in built—up areas.

The USSR and their Warsaw Pact allies are far ahead

of us in these respects -- and so are some of our own allies.
We_are just starting to apply the effort to catch up.
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Let us try then,brief1y, to review the Why?, What?,
and How?, of Military Operations in Built-Up Areas—{GhaTT’NT_ITL

HEX is it important? Egg; are some of its unique and important
characteristics? Egg has it been done historically, how are we

(and others) prepared to do it, and how might we do it better in
the future? Following this general expression of the rationale
for MOBA preparedness, we will survey what has been done in this
problem area and what is now underway.

MlLITARY OPER TION N BUILT-UP AREAS"
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3.3 URBANIZATION
Jaggagrlé shows the trends in urban population for

the developed and developing areas of the world. (These are

based upon United Nations data and projections). Notice that

the growth rate is faster in the developing regions. Why?

They are experiencing their agricultural and industrial revolu—

tions in a brief span of time. Urban'populations are increase

ing more rapidly than world populations; in the developed areas

we have reached the 50% point, i.e., half the population is in

urban areas. The USSR, for example, has passed the 60% point.

All of these data are somewhat misleading (on the low side)

since they do not,inc1ude1the numerous villages and suburbs

adjacent to the larger cities -- generally strung out along the

roadways.
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. ., we tend to think of the North Amesican
ez.

ontinent as highly urbanized. This comparison “

of the numbers of Cities over 100, 000 and 500, 000A”gontradicts
that impression. cool/Au. M L4 m“
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HUMAN ACTIVITY

OVER 100,000 OVER 500,000
POPULATION POPULATION

NORTH AMERICA 41

LATIN AMERICA 19

EUROPE 81

ASIA 79'

AFRICA 10

éfure 2.
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‘ NUMBER OF MULTI-MILLION CITIES

(2,500,000 OR MORE INHABITANTS)

EUROPE

MORE ADVANCED REGIONS
OTHER THAN EUROPE

I: DEVELOPING REGIONS

1920
‘I

1940 1950 1980

‘ 1920 ~- THERE WERE N0 MULTl-MILLION CITIES IN THE DEVELOPING REGIONS
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T'e umbe' a e y arf 451ties (over 2 . ' lion)

teles o- d agri tural a

ence between CONUS and Eur0pe,48%art—NUT‘ST is, of course,
dered and the'qure ‘-l )

further accentuated when the land areas are consi
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population densities are compared.
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23/ CENTERS
The importance of these considerations in terms of

ted to the demo—military and political objectives is not linfegraphic facts. The built—up areasgfgggg—Nev—6+ are centers
of political power, nodes of transportation and telecommunica—
tions, and rich repositories of the industrial and cultural
assets of the nation. This is clearly true in European and
other developed nations -- and is accentuated further in the
developing nations where just a few cities are key to national
-control.

CITIES REPRESENT

e POLITICAL POWER
’

e COMMERCE AND WEALTH

o TRANSPORTATION.

O RELIGION AND CULTURE

gym} C
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A recent U.K. study {Gha%—Nor-4&'of urbanization in

Europe recognizes the urban/suburban growth patterns as signifi-

cant influences on the ”terrain" and as spreading and connecting

barriers to land force movement. The traditional channels of

movement are obstructed and the open maneuver areas have shrunk

and are no longer contiguous.
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A joint study by the U. . Axmy 1Afmor School and the

Engineer Strategic Study Group
‘1 m

. shows the natural

barriers to tank traffic in parts of Germany. The overlay of

principal cities shows that these additional man-made barriers

sit astride many of the natural passageways.
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If we added the villages and suburbs, we would gain an even

fuller appreciation of the magnitude of the existing and

potential barriers WM.
(93M ?~).
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In addition tp th se considerations, there are some

tactical aspects.ééfizfzféi09~of urban combat that are unique

and warrant special attention. Some of these are apparent:

6 INTERVI

9 ’

THIRD DIM SIDN E

O HIGHLY 0RDE

’S DIFFERENT ABOUT URB

Defender advantages include concealment and

protection.

Intervisibility distances are short.

Structures and movement above and below

ground plane.

"Terrain" is channelized and c0mpartmented

by structures.

The three—person non—zero~sum game.aspects

of the combat engagements are accentuated.
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3f] u,s. POSTURE .

» Despite all of the above considerations, we have found

that scant attention has been given to our defense preparedness

1

for operations in built-up areas Wes—m. Our organiza-

tion and training emphasize combatvin the open. Our equipments

I
(weapons, etc.) are assumed to be adequate, although test and

evaluation in urban environments are severely limited. Our doc-

lr
trine and tactics treat urban operations rather superficially.

m
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3,? ARPA ’72 - '73 PROJECT

The first substantial, systematic approach to this

problem was undertaken by the Defense Advanced Research Pro-'

jects Agency (ARPA) in June 1972 {Ehart—Nor—iaa. The purpose

of this effort was to assess our capabilities and limitations

in Military Operations in Built-Up Areas (MOBA) with respect

to firepower, surveillance, communications, mobility, and

civil interaction.

W DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH
PROJECT AGENCY (ARPA)

PROJECT: MILITARY OPERATIONS
IN BUILT-UP AREAS (OVERSEAS)

o FIREPOWER
a SURVEILLANCE
. COMMUNICATIONS
. MOBILITY
o CIVIL INTERACTIONS



A first step {Gha%—Ner—&%a was to develop scenarios as a

context in which to perform such assessments. These scenarios

were based upon real cities in six regions of interest and

included physical descriptions of the built—up areas along with

descriptions of the political situations, military objectives,

and forces deployed. 'Hwy encompassed most regions of interest

to the U.S., a broad spectrum of conflict intensity, both

offensive and defensive operations, and a wide range of urban/

'suburban structure types. 45;??3E1 quéawm 6~ J34 c~na 4wua4(

26 MODEL DESCRIPTION AND SCENARIos

o METROPOLIS.... -. . WESTERN EUROPE

SKODA. . . . .. .EASEERN EUROPE

SANDM ,,,,,, .NOREH AERICA/MIO EASE

MOMBOLA ...... CENTRAL AERICA

o El CONDOR. . , -. . SOUTH AMERICA

HUNG SHAN. , - .. . EAR EAST



A concurrent early step was to examine Current and
past doctrine, both U.S. and foreign. For example 4gyrgrt-(fa1fuk >
\Nef—i7;current U.S. doctrine is exemplified by FM 31-50.
This out—dated approach is now being revised and rewritten by
order of the CGTRADOC; the work is being done at the n.3,
Army Command a General Staff College and the n.3, Army Infantry
School.

PRESENT CONCEPT 0F OPERATIONS"

77 <>>/ages:
/ BLOCK BY BLOCK

HOUSE TO HOUSE

w ROOM BY ROOM/

*FM 31-50 COMBAT- lN FORTIFIED AND BUILT-UP AREAS/W w- m
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Other doctrine/tacticsW! were examined,
such as that of the USSR and Israe1,exemplified by the sketch
on the left,and‘of Germany. in WW II, illustrated on the right.

0mm Do‘chNE/mcms
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Many others were examined and analyzed. Flow charts
were sketched to aid in identifying the patterns -- similarities
and differences —~ found in histo ical expefience and in current
documented doctrine. Similarly.Ligiggfkor—tjg manY case
histories of urban combat were reviewed in various degrees of
detail.

HISTORY

RIGA 1917
'

BERLIN 1945

”mm” 1936 C MANILA 1945
I

E'é‘i‘gm 13343
~ e SAN MANUEL- 1945

LENINGRAD 1942
e 3532'; 193650/

WARSAW 1943 .

a smlLv 1943 9 BE'RUT - 19f}
a BREST 1944

:

a SANTD DOMINGO 1

WARSAW 1944 9 SAIGUN
'

9 ACHEN 1944
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ORTONA 1944 . HUE
CHERBUURG 1944 BELFAST‘

BRESLAU 1945 MONTEWDEO /
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3.9 AmeASYMPOSIUM '73

Growing interest in this area resultedW
in a Symposium on Combat in Urban Areas at Picatinny Arsenal in

March 1973, co-sponsored by Dr. Joseph Sperrazza (Director,

AMSAA) and MGEN Vincent H. Ellis (CGMUCOM). The program was

arranged By the author of this paper and included among its
speakers, General S.L.A. Marshall (Keynoter), Mr. Herman Kahn

(Banquet Speaker), General Lewis W. Walt, General Mordechai

Gur (Brigade Commander, Jerusalem '67), LTC's E. Cheatham and

M. Gravel (USMC Battalion Commanders, Hueg‘68), and numerous

other combat experienced and technologically skilled partici—

pants.

SYHPOSIUM‘L 0N COMBAT
IN URBAN AREAS MARCH 1973

(IO-SPONSORS
O MA) GEN VINCENT H. ELLIS

CG, USAMUCOM

0 DR. JOSEPH SPERRAZZA
DIRECTOR, AMSAA

PROGRAM CHAIRMAN
o MR. GEORGE SCHECTER

PRINCIPAL SPEAKERS
BG S.LA. MARSHALL. USAR i

HERMAN KAHN, DIRECTOR. HUDSON INSTITUTE
GEN LEWIS W. WALT. USMC
GEN MORDECHAI GUR. DEFENSE ATTACHE. ISRAEL
DR. A.L. SLAFKOSKY, SCIENCE ADVISOR. USMC HO

‘

DR. E.W. LEFEVER. BROOKINGS INSTITUTE
DR. W.C. PETTIJOHN. VERTEX CORPORATION
DR. NIGEL I. HOPKINS. CANADA NATIONAL DEFENSE HO

RJ. TRAINOR, WPN SYS ANALYSIS.DA
DR. ALVIN J. COTTRELL, CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
DR. GEORGE K. HESS. DIRECTOR.US AMCA
DR. W. SCOTT PAYNE. SYSTEMS PLANNING CORPORATION

PLUS IO MORE SPEAKERS -- PLUS 150 PARTICIPANTS

B-18



A proceedings of the Symposium was published. The general

Eaaaaaaaaaagaummm

findings of this two—day session are summarizedWWI

SYMPOSIUM ON COMBAT IN URBAN AREAS
HIGHLlGHTS

O DOCTRINE AND TRA|N|NG NEED RE-EXAMINATION

CONSIDER URBAN REQUIREMENTS IN MATERIEL RDT&E

9 MUNITIONS EFFECTIVENESS ASSESSMENT NEEDED
o TESTING DATA GAPS

RECONSIDER DESIGN AND EMPLOYMENT OF
ARTILLERY
ARMOR
AIRMOBILE (HELICOPTER GUNSHIP, TACAIR)
PRECISION GUIDED MUNITIONS.
CHEMICAL MUNITIONS
MINES
INDIVIDUAL WEAPONS
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9.” USSRPOSTURE r . )
A survey of tactical literatureégagg—NeT—%9)

identified 365 Soviet documents published over the past eight

years directly related to combat in built-up areas. More of

these were in the last four years than the preceding four;

their attention to this is increasing, not waning.

f‘.‘
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The principal author of this recent documentféGhart—07”20f )
was Commandant of the prestigious Frunze Academy. One point
he makes is that in any modern European war, his forces will
become engaged extensively in built—up areas. Currently,
they allocate over 20% of their training effort to combat

in urban areas.

Another point he stresses is that the defense of a

city begins by "... creating outer defensive positions on the_
approaches to the city and also defensive positions‘right in
the city. The outer positions are established at a great
distance from the city so‘as to inflict damage on attacking
troops on the distant approaches and force them to advance
under disadvantageous conditions and along disadvantageous
routes." ,,,,,, m,l,,___u_;nm

a
"COMBAT ACTION
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Some additional impressions that emerge from the

foreign literature are the following:

o Built-up areas in Europe are significant
obstacles.

o If properly defended, force ratios over 10:1
are required to defeat them.

o There are many opportunities for coupling
minefields with urban areas.

o Soviet training in urban combat is extensive

’3, I0 ~ FIREPOWER

Returning to the first ARPA project in which we

assessed the capabilities of our firepower stems in MOBA,

here are a few examples of our findings h§:§oT)ZI). They

illustrate our bias in establishing performance requirements for
our'weapon systems; in contrast to the Warsaw Pact forces (and

even our NATO allies), we handicap our troops in the urban

environments.

For example,'the figure at the left of Gha

shows rifle bullet penetration as a function of range.:5

would expect, on an energy basis, that the penetratio'
fall off as range increases. Yet, these experiment?

(Fort Benning) show that penetration at the very
typical of urban engagements, is very low.. Th'

to residual yaw in the early flight path or u

angles'or bullet deformation —— the importa
I

rifle system doesn't perform well at the
in city fighting. Possibly, appropriat
improvements would improve this perfo
ination.

B-ZZ l l



The figure ‘on the right, based on experiment and
, analysis, shows that a multi-shot (salvo or ripple) rifle sys-

tem offers no advantage OVer single shot systems, given suf-
ficient time to aim. In the abrupt "terrain" of our urban

“1.3,

A

,n

_V

t

area, with transient targets appearing at short ranges,
m there are severe limits on aiming time. For those engagement

conditions, multi—shot systems may offer significant advantages.

INFANTRY WEAPONS

PERFORMANCE/REQUIREMENTS BIAS

if) suns: PENETRATIONif
SING L E SHOT

200
METERS

I

MULTLSHOT

KILL

PROBABILITY

BRL/ORO DATA
o I

RANGE ~ o 5
TIME TO AIM (SecondlI

K“ ' .«oLwH-LW _.__ ,

Another example of this bias is found in our infantry
antitank systems inventory WCPWOa
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ANTI-TANK WEAPONS
PERFORMANCE/REQUIREMENTS
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The hit probability of our recoilless weapons and free rocket
systems falls off rapidly with increasing range. We have

invested heavily in TOW, DRAGON, and the like to lift up the

tail of this curve —— and have succeeded in doing so. At
the short ranges enc untered 'n built—up areas, this buys

nothing. In fact Lggifxgw—jSJ, none of our infantry anti-
tank systems can exploit the protection and concealment of
urban structures in their deployment. The back-blast of
these systems will produce structural damage or physiological
injury or impairment of gunner proficiency in confined areas.
This leaves our infantrymen with no weapon capable of deliver-
ing a sizable payload while taking advantage of the protection
found in built—up areas.
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A final example (Chan—w shows the basis for

armor design. The solid cardioid curve (left) represents the
frequency distribution of tank kills as a function of angle of
attack. These are based on diagnoses of actual combat kills.
The armor protection is designed accordingly, with the heavy
plates in front and lighter protection at the sides and rear.
In urban combat, the angle of attack distribution is more

likely to look like the dashed curve on the left, with more

opportunities for side and rear shots. In the vertical plane,
the distributions might look like the right—hand sketch, with
more opportunities for t0p and side shots.

n

ATTACK 0N ARMORM“
k)

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 0F ANGLE 0F ATTACK

HORIZONTAL PLANE
’ VERTICAL PLANE

CITY /’— \\
/ \ CITY __ _

.

\\ ”I \\ ’I/ \\\
FIELD ‘\ , ‘s’ \

\ , '

BASIS 0F DESIGN Eon:

\\ ,/ o ARMOR PROTECTION\‘-‘ ’ ' O TANK ARMAMENT

O ANTITANK SYSTEMS
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Our many fire owéY—Tfdings

a
d recommendations were

boiled down to eight f8§é§%_gé_254.a d half of these were
selected for emphasis (highlighted)./\Gne—9—$hese—is—%he—u%are

n 5C8

a

was based on the obvious advantage of exploiting the conceal-
ment and short ranges of built-up areas.for the deployment ofE3

off—route mines —— and on the "profitability" of remote mine
delivery systems in environments that have already channelized

"ti/(nil: __..

)1,» FIREPGWER RECOMMENDATIONS

r land force movement.

WI”

6 PRECISION GUIDED MUNITIONS

9 IMPROVED INDIVIDUAL WEAPON

9 WALL BREACHING SYSTEMS

LARGE CALIBER MANPORTABLE SYSTEMS

B IMPROVED OBSCURATION AND
INCAPACITATION SYSTEMS '

O AERIAL FIRE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

9 OFF-ROUTE AND SCATTERABLE MINES

r—-—‘mmmmmmn

9 ‘ IMPROVED ARTILLERY FIRE DIRECTION

l“
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MEM

Our generai recommendations to materiel managers and planners
(Chart No. 26) are (l) to conduct urban performance tests (find
out how well our systems function in built-up areas), (2) to
challenge new developments with the question: "how will it
work in town?", (3) to develop improved operational concepts
for best use of our inventory items, and (4) when all other
alternatives are exhausted, to look for new systems concepts
to fill the remaining gaps.

DEF SE MANAGEMENT Anions
‘

9- URBAN ERFORMANCE TESTS

9 QUESTION W DEVELOPMENTS

9 OPERATIONAL CO EPTS

9 DEVELOP SELECTED NE EDUIPMENT

Fahd-26—
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3." CURRENT ACTIONS
During the past several years, numerous aLbeen undertaken to improve our posture, most of thcethe stimulus provided by the U.S. Defense Advanced RagProjects Agency (ARPA). Current projects directly fundx

by ARPA include thevexploration of several weapon and coxcation system concepts, further review of relevant Sovief\erature, and the MOBA Research Game being—develeped—by—véf-to evaluate alternative materiel systems, doctrines, tacticgand force organizations. We are collaborating closely on tiwith the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command people, paéticularly, with the SCORES team working on the EurOpean gScenarios at the Combined Arms Center (Fort Leavenworth) and:the Schools (e.g., Infantry School). Also, for theD conProjé
Manager for Selected Ammunition,we have undertaken to evalua1
mine systems and advanced mine concepts for application in axaround.built-up areas. We are concentrating first in the
European Scenario and screening various mine system concepts.

( This study,,started_only_two_months—ageT—is—beghm
(12%Aafkyiel

systems with high payoff, particularly in NATO defense.Several basic application modes are—emergingt"&n~”*‘“3“%1

perational concepts for employing scatterable mine

In Defense

o Slow approaching forces in kill zones ofweapons protected by structures.
o Channel mechanized units into disadvantageousapproach axes.
o Deny gaps between heavily built-up areas.
o Absorb first echelon in depth and interdictsecond echelon and support elements.

2L2



0 Conserve ordnance assets until assault
elements are committed

o Develop anvil conditions by synthesis of
scatterable mines and prepared hard point
defenses.

o Employ in offensive mode where buildings
and streets limit escape routes and mini-
mize ordnance costs per front meter.

In Offense

o Interdict reserves.

o Channel escape routes.

o Deny rooftops and tunnels.

o
I

_Employ offensively (as above);

m IL MOBAGAME

Preliminary assessments in the Europe/SCORES scenario

indicate that mines in certain defense situations spell the

difference between victory and defeat with otherwise similar
forces. The ARPA-sponsored MOBAGAME is being used first'for
a map exercise assessment of the gross effects of advanced

mine system concepts on the combat flow, and will be used

later for detailed quantitative evaluation of alternative sys—

tems .

As an example, a representative Western European City g

is Shown in ’ “a .
. Typically, its structural distribu-

g
tion is very heterogeneous, including heavy and light industry,

dense and sparse residential zones, open areas, wide and narrow é

streets, railroads and airports, and other critical elements

such as power systems, telecommunications, port facilities,
bridges, tunnels, water and sewage systems. Pre-emplaced

minefields to aid in the defense would require high tonnage f

B-29
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and high dollar investments to obstruct all likely approaches ~—

and would be quickly detectable on the paved surfaces. The

flexibility of scatterable mine system deployment would offer
the advantage of response to observed threat committment.

Coupled with prepared antitank and artillery emplacements

in the shelter of available structures these would constitute
a formidable defense with minimum manpower.

In the MOBAGAME, a terrain modeljgzlitze develOped

to represent the generally homooenepus subdivisions and streets
of the urban area of interest . Red and Blue

units will be maneuvered manually and combat outcome assess-
ments will be made with computer assist. Critical engagements

will be determined by means of a quantitative sensitivity
’analysis of a network representation of the game history.
These critical combat events can be reiterated with alterna-
tive materiel systems and concepts of operation to determine
their relative combat utilities -— their comparative values
in the combined arms effort.

B-31 ' l:
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7 ‘n.| DESIGN REQUIREMENTSW
There are a number of available war game models ——

both manual and computerized. However, none of these existing
games treats the peculiar problems of the built—up environment.

Awakening interest in the specialized, and largely unknown

nature of combat in built—up areas requires a new research

tool. The required research tool is a war game —— comparable

in methodologies, techniques, procedures and evaluative cap—

ability to existing, conventional combat war games -- but

specifically designed for and adapted to the builteup area

combat environment. ”“ Way— MW 0MW
emu/AJH~H&/ L‘Q”“ ; ‘ ’

I

The research tool must be capable of evaluating the'
worth of various'force concepts applied to Military Operations

in Built-Up Areas [MOBA). The concepts for evaluation may be

entire force concepts; or, they may be variational concepts on

a basic theme produced by alternate tactics and doctrine or by

alternate weapons and equipment. Thus, the research tool must

provide for varying methods of evaluation. It must provide

for comparative evaluation between multiple concepts, and

it must provide for in—depth analytical evaluation of a single
concept. Said another way, the game must be able to discrim-
inate among concepts to isolate the promising concepts(s);
then the game must be able to investigate the isolated con-

cept(s) in detail.

The game must give responsive representation to the

conventional combat functions included in mid-intensity (non-

nuclear), combined arms ground combat. An additional area of

consideration is imposed by the built-up area combat environ—

ment; while not a combat function, per se, it is quite similar
in nature. The additional function is Combat Environment

Interaction. It introduces the elements of combat damage to

A

l
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the built—up area —— structuraldamage, interruption of civil
function -- and the consequent feedback effect on combat

operations —- e.g., the effect of rubble, smoke and fire.

3 .ttu’L MOBA SUB~GAM ESW
The break-down of the overall MOBAGAME into three~

sub—games derives from two basic lines of thought,.

i

IF
is!
E .(1) If an entire Brigade force is manipulated

(gamed) in terms of squad or fire team units
simultaneously, several hundred individually
manipulable battle units are implied. This
posits a very large, complex game structure.
By sub-dividing the echelon span in a Brigade
size force, and dealing with one sub—division
at a time, the number of manipulable battle
units at any given time is substantially
reduced.

-lu

(2) As will be indicated in the next view graph,
the divisioning into sub—games is also an

V

enabling feature for the introduction of new
game output analysis techniques —— and that
in turn enables increased game efficiency.
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(l)

(2)

(3)

(4)

12.; GAME FLowW
The three sub- games are strung together to produce

The planning game is so-named because it repre-

sents the Division (Brigade) staff planning

function. The function produces an operations

plan in real life; the planning game has the

equivalent function in the game. It produces

a plan of combat operations, including initial
(starting) force dispositions, as initializing
input to the Fast Game. The Planning Game is
an all-manual game played as a map planning

exercise.

The Fast Game represents the dynamic combat

operations of the force, viewed from the

Battalion level and seeing as far down as the

platoon level. The game is described as a

player simulation; that is, players exercise
decisional control over a simulation. The

simulation runs for short, uninterrupted inter—

vals, then requires new commands from the

players. This stepping process continues to

the end of the game -— i. e., to a complete

play through of the combat operations. The

process yields a fast, first~cut assessment

of game outcome in terms of platoon resolution.

At,the conclusion of the Fast Game, we employ

a model which is capable of isolating the

critical (pivotal) short sequences of combat

action from among all the short sequences which

make up the Fast Game history. The method for
doing this will be discussed in detail; for

now, note that this process represents our

innovation for analytical evaluation of game

output.

The critical combat actions are subjected to

detailed analysis in a series of Detail Games.

These are manual games (with computer assis—

tance) which re—examine, in detail, key points

in the game history from the Fast Game.
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Mm! ANALYSIS—(W
The foregoing part of the presentation has given a

capsule View of the game structure with the aim of laying the

groundwork for a discussion of what the game will do.

However, before a direct discussion of "what," we
_

need to make a brief introductory excursion into the analysis

technique that underlies the "what." "g; 01wuquoLl. ,QIIKLua/

W
W ANALYSIS OF GAME OUTPUT
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We begin by noting some terminology common to most

games. These are:

(1) Measures of Effectiveness (MOES) which apply
to the overall (aggregated) force. These
are measures such as force casualties and
mission time.

(2) Unit Performance Measures (UPMS) which apply to
the unit elements of the force and may relate
to general unit performance -- e.g., casu—

alties -~ or to the performance of speCific
components of the unit such as a weapons
system or an equipment system.

_
The essential problem of all games is how these

measures are strung together and interrelated to yield an

analysis of outcome. Current methods tend to fall into two

categories:

(1) Simple aggregation —- e.g., linear summa—

tion of UPMs to give MOEs.

(2) Statistical tests on end outcome data; or
statistical sampling from the time history
stream of data. (The latter is the technique
used by DIVWAG.)

Either of the above techniques has drawbacks potentially
leading to erroneous conclusions. We conclude that a new

technique is highly desirable. Further, we have a method

for a new technique which is introduced Vin the design of

the MOBAGAME. The new method postulates:

(1) An analytical model of (each) game history
can be derived.

(2) The analytical model is of a form which
permits sensitivity analysis.

(3) Sensitivity analysis permits identification
of critical points in the game history.



What will the game do? In short, the game will analyze

and evaluate various concepts of combat forces and combat force

operations in the built-up environment. These concepts —- posed-

as research problems -— may be new force organization concepts,

new concepts of tactics or doctrine, or new weapons or equip-

ment systems concepts.

Specific research problems can demand variations of

the evaluation process and the game permits such variations.
These Can be illustrated briefly with some assumed.system —-

say ADORM.
u

1

(1) Suppose the research problem is posed as
"does the ADORM concept represent sufficient
promise to warrant research and development
funding?" This research problem requires '

investigation over a range of possible appli-
cation modes for ADORM -— each mode constitut-
ing a specific concept for investigation. Add
to these a concept premised on the current sys-
tems (as a base of comparison), and the
research problem becomes: make a rapid (first~
order) comparative evaluation between concepts
by entering them in the Planning Game and play—
ing each one through the Fast Game. The sensii
tivity analyses will be the basis of concept
comparison.

(2) As a second variation on the evaluation process,
suppose we are later in the ADORM development
process -- we have established a basic appli—
cation and worth for the systems. Now we want
to evaluate the specific operational perform-
ance of the system —— including the range
(limits) of that performance and the sensi-
tivity of that performance to various combat
conditions. This research problem requires
in-depth analysis and we apply the game
reiteratively in detail.



2.12.5”NETWORK MODELW
We described earlier the basic concepts of sensitivity

analysis, postulating at that time that a model can be deve10pedfor analytically representing game history. This model is_a
major design element of the overall game.

We are applying a specific kind of network to this
problem. As a beginning mental visualization of a network we
can think of a PERT model, with its activity.nodes and pathlines joining various nodes.

.Combat typically organizes into sequences of activity
generally leading to specifically assigned objectives (top of
Chart No; 33). Fundamentally, this can be described as a net—
work of unit traces and objectives (bottom) and such a networkis susceptible to quantitative sensitivity analysis to identify
the critical events in the overall combat sequence. Further
analysis can then be focused on these critical events to insure
higher returns on our technical‘investments. Sueh—analyses—o

ZW .NETWORK MODE-L OF GAME HISTORY

NETWORK MODEL FINAL
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